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This discussion focuses on the board’s commitment to vendor and supplier diversity. The 
discussion includes a check in on the board’s policy commitment, oversight and current 
strategic efforts underway to ensure procurement efforts with targeted group businesses. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leon will open: Today’s presentation on Vendor and Supplier diversity forms part of the board and the system’s larger commitment to diversity and equity. It includes the work that is already underway to establish intentional and strategic diversity efforts across the system, including the statewide work that has been launched through the Charting the Future initiative, and the work being shaped by presidents and diversity officers on each campus. Through its definition of diversity, the board acknowledges the broad scope of diversity that shapes our inclusion efforts and specific attention has been underway and will continue around the following areas: �1. Maintaining accessible and affordable educational opportunities for diverse learners within the 	MNSCU system, �2. Increasing and retaining diversity in students, faculty and staff, �3. Building sustainable partnerships with diverse communities, �4. Reducing barriers and increasing student success, and, �5. Creating inclusive and welcoming campus environments which ensure that all students feel a 	sense of belonging and contribution.The system’s diversity strategies are being organized in a way that characterizes an organization-wide approach across all divisions, especially in the areas of Academic and Student Affairs, Human Resources, Finance and Facilities and is a message shared with system constituents. We also thank the IFO for their support and involvement in promoting diverse and equitable environments on campuses and their assistance in diverse faculty recruitment and retention.Today’s presentation is an example of how the system is embedding diversity work across the abovementioned divisions. Several board presentations in the ensuing months will report and engage us all in goal setting and board oversight of the growing diversity work and the urgency we feel to do better in our efforts. Today’s presentation further advances the work we are doing to ensure equitable contracting and economic participation of diverse vendors and suppliers and their communities with the MNSCU system and ultimately, with the state. …………..Now turn to Laura



Agenda
 Check in on Board’s policy commitment to the objectives

 Check in on Board’s oversight of our approach

 Legal  and policy environment/foundation

 Current strategic efforts underway

 Policy questions ahead
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks you ………As Leon mentioned, we are here today to talk about the first of three elements in an organization's diversity commitment, namely our procurement strategy. The Diversity committee intends to have similar discussions with the Academic and Student Affairs Committee  concerning enrollment/student success and with the Human Resources committee concerning the recruitment and retention of diverse faculty and staff.Each of these discussions will establish the baseline of current activity and then work to develop goals or targets for improvement.[see slide]



Legal and Policy Foundation

 Procurement preference activity governed by state and 
federal law and Board policy and procedure

 MnSCU participates in the program administered by the State 
of Minnesota

 Focus today on procurement activities with targeted group 
businesses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For background allow me to spend a few minutes on our legal environment[see slide] Note – our data focuses on the vendors defined as ‘targeted’ in statute. We are not addressing the statutory program for “Small businesses”.



MnSCU Board Procedure 5.14.5, Part 10

Targeted group businesses are those meeting the definition in 
Minnesota Statutes §16C.16. Subd. 5. Targeted businesses are 
certified by the Department of Administration, which maintains 
the list.

Groups include vendors certified as Women, Veteran or 
Economically Disadvantaged Owned and further certified by 
ethnicity/disability status. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our policy and procedure is grounded in our statutory authority and limits. [Purchasing practices will include provisions whenever practicable, for procurement from small targeted group and economically disadvantaged businesses as defined in Minnesota Statutes §471.345, Subd. 8.]



Legal Options for Program Design
Essentially, there are two legal options for increasing purchases of goods and 
services from targeted group vendors:  

 Targeted outreach - Targeted outreach is the identification of targeted 
group vendors and the provision of notice of opportunity to them.  In this 
scenario, the bids of the targeted vendors are evaluated by the same 
standards as the other bids.  There are no legal requirements for this 
method.

 Preferment - The legally conforming preferment of targeted group  
vendors either by a set aside or a percentage preference.  The percentage 
preference method is established in Minnesota law by Minn. Stat. 
§16.C.16, Subd. 5 and 6.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
See slidePreferement – which is to say “preferred” 1) The Commissioner of Administration identifies businesses that are majority owned by women, disabled persons, or members of minority groups in connection with purchasing categories; 2) The Commissioner determines that there is a statistical disparity between the state’s rate of purchasing from the group compared to the representation of the group among all vendors in the category;3) The purposes of targeting businesses is to remedy past discrimination and 4) the targeted business group is awarded a 6% or six point preference.



Program Design, Continued

 The state operates a Preferment program designed and 
administered by the Department of Administration 

 A Preferment based program must be based upon a legally 
defensible finding of statistical disparity in the agency’s 
procurement practices

 These program then award a preference in procurement 
pricing evaluations

 MnSCU policy and procedure encourage and in some cases 
require preferences in accordance with the State program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The United States Supreme Court has established stringent legal requirements for the preference method. In City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989) the United States Supreme Court held that Richmond’s municipal contract set aside program was unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection clause in the absence of proof of actual past discrimination in contracting and that other non-race based measures would be ineffective. 



Overall Improvement Efforts Underway

 We are participating in Governor Dayton’s Diversity and 
Inclusion Council best practices improvement program 
sponsored by Department of Administration

 We are participating with the state in an RFP to establish new 
program guidance in the procurement arena

 This policy area is a priority for ISRS improvements for data 
collection and analytics

 We are participating with the Itasca Project Business Bridge 
targeting “buy local” efforts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been some good work lead by the state to improve the program. The Council has made numerous recommendations designed to make it easier and friendlier for vendors to achieve registration and therefor access to state’s preferment program.The state is also gathering up to date data for its program and we are participating. There is a statewide data collection effort underway that should give us strong information about the nature and size of the targeted vendor community across the state. 



Policy Questions

 Does our approach capture the Board’s policy objectives?

 Any advice as we examine MnSCU’s program participation 
with the state? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible paths: A defined policy on Supplier/Vendor DiversityBoard defines a written policyThere is oversight of policy implementationSupplier/vendor diversity utilization/metrics are included in campus performance goals and dashboard2. A Campus and System Office Strategy for increasing Supplier/Vendor DiversityAll campuses have a supplier/vendor diversity programTraining of campus leadership to ensure that it becomes part of the campus/system “DNA”Roles and responsibility for implementation is clearly spelt out at system and campus level3. Communication and External RelationshipsSystem-wide awareness and promotion of the initiativeTraining as part of onboarding and in administrator orientationTraining and communication with disadvantaged communities and professional organizations to encourage participation
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Agenda
 Check in on Board’s policy commitment to the objectives

 Check in on Board’s oversight of our approach

 Legal  and policy environment/foundation

 Current strategic efforts underway

 Policy questions ahead
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Legal and Policy Foundation

 Procurement preference activity governed by state and 
federal law and Board policy and procedure

 MnSCU participates in the program administered by the State 
of Minnesota

 Focus today on procurement activities with targeted group 
businesses
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MnSCU Board Procedure 5.14.5, Part 10

Targeted group businesses are those meeting the definition in 
Minnesota Statutes §16C.16. Subd. 5. Targeted businesses are 
certified by the Department of Administration, which maintains 
the list.

Groups include vendors certified as Women, Veteran or 
Economically Disadvantaged Owned and further certified by 
ethnicity/disability status. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purchasing practices will include provisions whenever practicable, for procurement from small targeted group and economically disadvantaged businesses as defined in Minnesota Statutes §471.345, Subd. 8.



Legal Options for Program Design
Essentially, there are two legal options for increasing purchases of goods and 
services from targeted group vendors:  

 Targeted outreach - Targeted outreach is the identification of targeted 
group vendors and the provision of notice of opportunity to them.  In this 
scenario, the bids of the targeted vendors are evaluated by the same 
standards as the other bids.  There are no legal requirements for this 
method.

 Preferment - The legally conforming preferment of minority-owned 
vendors either by a set aside or a percentage preference.  The percentage 
preference method is established in Minnesota law by Minn. Stat. 
§16.C.16, Subd. 5 and 6.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preferment 1) The Commissioner of Administration identifies businesses that are majority owned by women, disabled persons, or members of minority groups in connection with purchasing categories; 2) The Commissioner determines that there is a statistical disparity between the state’s rate of purchasing from the group compared to the representation of the group among all vendors in the category; 3) The purposes of targeting businesses is to remedy past discrimination and 4) the targeted business group is awarded a 6% or six point preference.



Program Design, Continued

 The state operates a Preferment program designed and 
administered by the Department of Administration 

 A Preferment based program must be based upon a legally 
defensible finding of statistical disparity in the agency’s 
procurement practices. 

 These programs then award a preference in procurement 
pricing evaluations

 MnSCU policy and procedure encourage and in some cases 
require preferences in accordance with State program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The United States Supreme Court has established stringent legal requirements for the preferred method.  In City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989) the United States Supreme Court held that Richmond’s municipal contract set aside program was unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection clause in the absence of proof of actual past discrimination in contracting and that other non-race based measures would be ineffective. 



Overall Improvement Efforts Underway
 We are participating in Governor Dayton’s Diversity and 

Inclusion Council best practices improvement program 
sponsored by Department of Administration

 We are participating with state in RFP to establish new 
program guidance in procurement arena

 This policy area is a priority for ISRS improvements for data 
collection and analytics

 We are participating with the Itasca Project Business Bridge 
targeting “buy local” efforts
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Policy Questions

 Does our approach capture the Board’s policy objectives?

 Any advice as we examine MnSCU’s program participation 
with the state? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible paths: A defined policy on Supplier/Vendor DiversityBoard defines a written policyThere is oversight of policy implementationSupplier/vendor diversity utilization/metrics are included in campus performance goals and dashboard2. A Campus and System Office Strategy for increasing Supplier/Vendor DiversityAll campuses have a supplier/vendor diversity programTraining of campus leadership to ensure that it becomes part of the campus/system “DNA”Roles and responsibility for implementation is clearly spelt out at system and campus level3. Communication and External RelationshipsSystem-wide awareness and promotion of the initiativeTraining as part of onboarding and in administrator orientationTraining and communication with disadvantaged communities and professional organizations to encourage participation



State of MN Diversity and Inclusion 
Council/Contracting Practices Committee
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 Identified barriers for vendors in the current system

 Determined metrics to use for evaluation of results

 Identified milestones to be met by 1/1/16 (short-term milestones) – work of Admin

 State certification of veteran-owned businesses

 Issue RFP and award contract for State Disparity Study

 Create web-based portal to streamline certification process

 Align State criteria for TG/Vet certification with federal DBE

 Expand outreach to the small business community

 Improve transparency and accountability

 Compare alignment between state purchasing and what is available from diverse businesses

 Developed long-term goals to achieve equity in state procurement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diversity and Inclusion Council/Contracting Practices Committee members & participants Metropolitan Economic Development AssociationMinneapolis FoundationMinnesota Black Chamber of CommerceLatino Economic Development CenterAssociation of Women ContractorsAssociation of the United States Army ChapterNational Gay & Lesbian Chamber of CommerceThor ConstructionQ HoldingsNorth Central Minority Supplier Development CouncilMinnesota Sports Facility AuthorityAccelerated Engraving and SignageTwin Cities Quorum/Gay & Lesbian Chamber of CommerceMinnesota American Indian Chamber of CommerceDepartment of AdministrationDepartment of TransportationDepartment of Human RightsMinnesota Management & BudgetMetropolitan CouncilMinnesota State Colleges and UniversitiesUniversity of Minnesota



State of MN RFP and MnSCU Participation

 State sponsored RFP to establish market analysis for available 
diverse/targeted vendors

 Anticipated outcomes include current benchmarking and 
market analysis to highlight available diverse vendors across 
the state

 Goal of RFP – find if state and MnSCU have sufficient data and 
legal justification to implement race and/or gender based 
preferences for procurement

 7 state/municipal/county entities plus MnSCU & U of M

 RFP response due date is 11/19/15 – contract will extend 
through June 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
State of MN Disparity Study RFP participantsState of Minnesota Departments of Administration & TransportationMetropolitan CouncilMetropolitan Airports CommissionMosquito Control DistrictMinnesota Sports Facility AuthorityMN State Colleges and UniversitiesCity of St PaulCity of MinneapolisHennepin County



Vendors Certified by the State

Number of Certified vendors in State’s TG/ED/VO Directory on 8/18/15
Ethnicity/Disabled Certification Total Woman 

Owned
Veteran 
Owned

Economically 
Disadvantaged

Asian American 101 34 0 2

African American 143 31 0 1

Hispanic American 52 14 0 2

Indigenous American 41 7 0 8

Disabled 27 2 0 1

Non-Minority 707 601 11 129

Total 1071 689 11 143
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide presents entire state vendor fileMnSCU compared to other state agencies – Admin numbers (most recent I could find were from 2009) were a little over 3%. MnSCU for FY 15 were just under 2%. By contract UHG (non-public) was about 3.5%.  Past goals – I’m not aware that we had defined goals  - other than a general goal to improve. Current outreach – Do individual institutions have community specific efforts? There are a number of local and statewide groups we could target. We  have also offered workshops targeted to TG/ED communities



Our current spending patterns – MN, 
MNO
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Current MnSCU Spending Patterns
 For the fiscal year July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015, $518,238,831 was spent 

on supplies and services, including $34,689,243 from vendors classified as 
Small Businesses in the State’s vendor file.

 Of the small businesses, $9,346,598 was spent with certified targeted group 
or economically disadvantaged vendors.

 Non-Minority Women - $7,115,352 (95 vendors of 601 in TG-ED Directory)

 Asian or Pacific Islander - $923,944 (12 vendors of 101)

 Indigenous American - $374,468 (3 vendors of 41)

 Hispanic American - $193,191 (7 vendors of 52)

 Disabled - $35,031 (6 vendors of 27)

 Black American - $8,267 (4 vendors of 143)

 Economically Disadvantaged - $691,204 (17 vendors of 143)

 Veteran - $5,140 (1 vendor of 11)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Targeted and small business spending - Construction		 6,910,874  20%Professional Services	6,742,064	19%Other Services	3,902,014	11%Goods & Supplies	3,971,713	11%Unassigned		13,635,598	39%		35,162,263 Financial Reporting CategoryTo Vendors with Emerging Small Business CertificationCost of goods sold	$596,396.89 		2%Purchased services	$16,027,796 		46%Supplies		$4,245,679.04 	12%Repairs and maintenance	$5,193,177.52 	15%Other expense	$196,160.09 		1%Capital expenditures (incl. Construction)		$8,430,033.12 	24%     Totals		$34,689,242.97  



Current MnSCU program provisions/ 
governance and practice
 System Procedures:

 5.14.5, Purchasing, Part 10 – references state program definitions and 
certification process

 5.14.2, Consultant, Professional or Technical Services, Part 8 -
references state program definitions and certification process

 6.5.5, Facilities Construction Contracts, Part 10:

…include provisions, whenever practicable, for procurement from 
small targeted group and economically disadvantaged businesses as 
defined in Minnesota Statutes §471.345, Subd. 8. 

 6.5.5, Facilities Construction Contracts, Part 10, Subpart A, 

 Purchases under $50,000.  If construction services are available 
from targeted group businesses…make every effort to purchase 
from these vendors.  
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The Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system is an Equal Opportunity employer and educator.   

30 7th St. E., Suite 350, St. Paul, MN 55101-7804

Toll free: (800) 456-8519 | International: +1-651-5560596

For TTY communication, contact Minnesota Relay Service

at 7-1-1 or 1-800-627-3529.
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